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What is Breakout Edu?

Breakout EDU is the immersive learning games platform. Allows for the facilitation of games where players use teamwork and critical thinking to solve a series of challenging puzzles in order to open the locked box.

Games are available for all ages and content areas.
How to Get Started: [www.breakoutedu.com](http://www.breakoutedu.com): $125

**Obtain a Kit**

The Breakout EDU kit is a unique collection of resettable locks, boxes, and items that can be used to play any of the Breakout EDU games.

**Find a Game**

The Breakout EDU Game Directory has games for a wide variety of subject areas, group sizes, and grade levels.

**Setup a Game**

Using the detailed instructions, set up your kit for the game you would like to play. Each game includes a helpful overview video from the game creator.

**Facilitate Game**

Use the facilitation tool linked on the game page to introduce your Breakout EDU game to the players.
Lynnfield High School:

Industrial Revolution Caper: Secrets of the new iPhone revealed!

- Used breakout edu to have students learn about the Industrial Revolution in a fun and creative way.
- Used Powtoons to make Introductory Video
- Students navigated through a series of locks and boxes to solve clues and learn.
In this box, you will find the answers to questions from the Industrial Revolution. Figure out the correct order of the answers and put them in order to solve the clues. Use the tools available to you.
Lynnfield Middle School

- Using Breakout Edu for Summer Reading: The Blackthorn Key by Kevin Sands
  - “Following a series of murders, an apothecary’s apprentice must solve puzzles and decipher codes in pursuit of a secret that could destroy the world…”
- Teaser “break out” to send students to summer reading presentation in June
- Grade 7 & 8 homerooms to play game as response to reading in late Aug. / early Sept.
- Use “Locks” app rather than physical kits
Summer Street Elementary School

Grades: PreK–2

Theme: Froggy Gets Dressed

Skills: Adding, Sorting, Matching
Summer Street Elementary School

Grades: 3–4

Theme: Multi-disciplinary

Skills: Music notation, color theory, dewey decimal system, physical challenges, math, research skills